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WELCOME grace note

Thank you!
After 30 years of publishing Window Fashion Vision magazine,
I was honored and overwhelmed by the amazing award and the
related scholarship fund established in my name that was presented to me at the Design & Workroom awards gala during IWCE
in Charlotte! You know how it is as business owners—you work
hard every day and do the best you can for your customers. You
hope to grow your business by great customer service, products
and services, and, most of all, caring relationships. It’s a wonderful surprise when your customers and peers acknowledge you in
a special way!
As the industry magazine it’s our job to recognize and acknowledge the great feats within the industry, so to be on the other end of the scenario was quite moving and rewarding. Thank
you so much to Mary Kiel, Arlene Rafoth, Terri Booser, Buddy
Bressler, and Allan Meyer for organizing this very special award
and scholarship. A BIG congratulations as well to all of our deserving award winners who where honored that night (you’ll find
the Design winners in this issue and Workroom winners in our
next issue), and to my colleague and friend, Steve Bursten, who
not only received an Industry Recognition award but also celebrated his 80th birthday. I guess this business gets in our blood!
With great appreciation,

Grace McNamara
Publisher + CEO

P.S. Be sure to check out our great WFCP Certification classes
coming soon as your “Summer School” project—it will be well
worth your while when the busy fall season comes around.
TOP RIGHT: The beautiful award that now proudly sits in a place
of honor in my office. All the words in the world can’t fully express my appreciation for your recognition. ABOVE: Celebrating
with Hideki and Shio Nishigaki after the awards ceremony—what
a great night!
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Your Source for Phifer SheerWeave®

®

Interior Sun Control Fabrics

Exploring endless possibilities.

SheerWeave interior sun control fabrics provide the perfect balance of light,
comfort and beauty, making them the ideal window covering solution for
residential and commercial spaces alike. A sleek and functional alternative to
ordinary window coverings, SheerWeave effortlessly and elegantly manages the
sun’s harsh heat and blinding glare.

From modern, neutral hues to subtly-textured,
organic weaves in warm earth tones, these fabrics
are the perfect complement to any interior design
scheme. SheerWeave fabrics are also available in
a variety of openness factors ranging from one to
25 percent and wide widths to cover large window
openings.
Unique fabricates Roller Shades,
Panel Tracks and Verticals in Phifer
SheerWeave®.
Unique offers cut yardage and full
roll programs and ships nationwide.

Call us today to set up an account! 800-824-1277
www.uniquewholesale.net

Unique Wholesale Distributors –
trusted for over 35 years.

Toll Free (800) 824-1277 / Phone (954) 975-0227 / Fax (954) 975-0297
Corporate Headquarters: 6811 NW 15th Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309 / Designer Showrooms: 6801 NW 15th Way, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309
7509 Pennsylvania Ave., Suite 101, Sarasota, FL 34243 / 706-C Garlington Road, Greenville, SC 29615
®SheerWeave

is a registered trademark of PHIFER INCORPORATED

INSIGHT business coaching

Improve Your Business Basics
The necessary skills required for every successful owner
by Gail Doby, ASID

If you want to build something great,
you have to start with a solid foundation. The same holds true for building an
interior design business. To succeed, you
need to have a complete toolkit of all
the necessary skills.

Business planning is much the same
idea. You want to know beforehand
that at the end of a project or the end
of the year your business is making,
not losing, money. That involves four
essential skills:

Business Basics
Even if you have little interest in operating a business, you need to acquire
some basic business skills to maintain
control and set a direction for the
firm’s future. Otherwise, you are at the
mercy of the marketplace. As many
new interior design business owners
have learned the hard way, you can
have lots of projects and work 80
hours or more a week and not make
any money if you’re not keeping an eye
on the bottom line.

Budgeting
Creating and managing a budget is
critical not just to guarantee you make
a profit but to anticipate cash flow and
pay the bills while you wait for clients
to pay you. Many a small business has

Maybe you don’t have a head for
figures. That’s okay, not everybody
does. You can hire or outsource
bookkeepers, accountants, and office
managers to handle the math. In fact,
I highly recommend it. There are other
areas of your business, though, that
you need to be involved in to ensure
you’ve got a boat that’s sailing and not
sinking. These include setting strategy,
ensuring the needed capital to support
the strategy, and turning strategy into
achievable results.
If, like many designers, you have no
experience or training in these areas,
then you’ll want to seek out ways to
educate yourself as quickly as possible.
In design school, you were taught not
only the elements and principles of
good design, but also the process to
follow to ensure that the final design
would meet the needs of the client.
10 | wf-vision.com | May + June 2017

Being a talented
interior designer and
being a successful
interior design business owner are not
the same thing.
gone out of business because of inadequate or overly optimistic budgeting
(or no budgeting). Although similar
to setting a budget for a project or
household expenses, business budgeting is more complex and subject to
more uncertainty.
Goal Setting
Whether you want to earn more money, attract more of your ideal client, or
win more projects, having goals gives
your business direction and focus. As
we all know, however, in the midst of
dealing with the day-to-day demands
of running a business, it is easy to lose
sight of your goals. Goal setting involves defining your goals specifically
and concretely, breaking them down
into manageable steps, and integrating
those steps into your overall business

plan and adding the tasks to your calendar so they don’t wind up unfulfilled at
the end of the year.
Planning
Doing business without a plan is like
setting out on a trip without a map or
GPS system to guide you. At minimum
your firm should have a simple business
plan that defines what it does and who it
seeks to serve, a marketing plan for how
it will attract business, a human resource
plan for how the work will get done, and
a financial plan.
Execution
Businesses both large and small are notorious for setting goals and making plans,
and then ignoring them as they continue
to do business the way they always have.
It may seem like common sense, but executing a plan is also a skill and discipline
that you must learn and practice.
Running a business is not for everyone.
But if you’re serious about having a
successful design business of your own,
you need to master these skills and use
them every day. z
Gail Doby, ASID, is the co-founder of Gail
Doby Coaching &
Consulting, whose
mission is to help you
earn six figures doing
what you love.
GailDoby.com

Somfy-powered
means more than just quality products...
Somfy solutions bring blinds, shades and drapes to life. Our app control, sensors, remotes and accessories provide convenience,
comfort, protection and create both residential and commercial opportunities.
Contact us to discuss our innovative product offer and learn how to get started with our Somfy Expert program which offers
training, marketing support and solutions to power your business.

Become a Somfy Expert
and enjoy the benefits.
Call 855-482-4662 or visit www.somfysystems.com/wfv

© Somfy Systems, Inc. 4/2017 IMAGES © Somfy SAS/Arnaud Childeric
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How to Increase Website Conversions
Transform your website into a lead generator
by Welton Hong

Attracting traffic to your window coverings website is very important, but traffic
means nothing if it doesn’t result in sales.
That’s like having a bookstore where lots
of people drop in and browse the offerings, but they leave without making a
purchase. Everything about your website,
including content, design, and a clear call
to action, must be focused on turning
visitors into qualified leads and,
ultimately, customers.
If you’re getting plenty of visitors to
your website, but that’s not turning
into many conversions, there are some
simple steps you can take to turn your
visitors into customers. At the end of
the day, it is not about number of clicks
to your website—it’s the number of
leads generated.

The answer to that question is your
unique selling proposition (USP).

questions for its visitors. Plus, it helps
your site show up in Google searches.

You want to condense what is different
about your company and present it in
such a way that every visitor immediately understands why you are better
than your competition. For example,
“over 50,000 quality installations,”
“serving the community for over 25
years,” or some other quick explanation
on how your company is unique.

Do you have a page on your site that,
for instance, details all of the reasons
why a homeowner might want to
upgrade window treatments? (Such as
a need for blackout or sound-blocking
curtains?) Or a page explaining how
a customer can save money on power bills by conserving energy? Many
searches start with questions such as
“how can I” or “when should I.”

Take your time to really brainstorm and
get creative with this process. What is
the main reason people come to you for
curtains, blinds, draperies, and related
products? Is it a wide selection? A fast
turnaround on installation? Spectacular
customer service?

Implementing these suggestions can
increase your window treatment leads
without necessarily spending any more
money on advertising.

Try to determine something that’s
clearly quantifiable—something you can
put a number to, not just something
that could be subjective.

Employ Prominent Calls to Action
A good website presents solutions for
visitors and provides a way to take action on those solutions. An action they
can take to implement the information
each page provides is called a “call to
action,” or CTA.

Offer Specials and Deals
People love special offers and deals. Including action buttons can be a great way
to get them to invest in your sales funnel.

It’s good to have a prominent CTA at
the top right-hand corner of each page.
A CTA always should be actionable—
that is, give visitors something specific
to do. For example: “Contact Us Today
For a Free In-Home Consultation.”

Try adding a clickable button that says
something to the effect of “Click Here
for a Special Offer for the Spring.” This
can be a very effective method of lead
generation if you get the customer to
provide contact information. Today’s
consumer essentially expects discounts
and deals anyway. Don’t hesitate to
fulfill that need.

Have a Unique Selling Proposition
What makes you different than the
competition? In an world full of window
fashions providers, why should potential customers choose your company?

Raise and Answer Questions
Too many window covering companies
use all of their valuable website space
describing only offerings and features.
A good site also answers and raises
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Employ a Good Business Profile Video
Some people are persuaded by text,
while others want visual information.
You should provide content for every
kind of customer. Having a good short
video on your home page that introduces your company and owner, shows
onsite installations, and/or shows your
team interacting with clients can convince people to choose you.
Add Social Proof
Do you have a Better Business Bureau,
Angie’s List, and/or Yelp endorsement?
Do you have great testimonials? Do
you have before-and-after pictures?
All of these should be included in the
information on the pages of your site.
A business can go on and on about how
it’s the best, it’s the fastest, etc., but any
business can say that—even the worst
one in town! Displaying certifications
and testimonials from outside agencies
and individuals proves that your excellence isn’t just your opinion—it’s shared
by others.
Add Social Media Buttons
Many customers love social media.
Make it easy for your customers to
connect with you wherever they are

simply by adding social media buttons
to your site.
With that said, here’s an important caveat: There’s little to be gained from using
social media buttons if your business
very rarely uses the social media platforms in question. It can actually hurt
your credibility if your Facebook page
hasn’t had a new post in six months, or
you haven’t tweeted over the same period. Some might wonder whether you’re
even still in business!
If your business regularly interacts over
these social media platforms (and/or others, such as Instagram, Pinterest, etc.), go
ahead and include the buttons. If not, it’s
best to only display buttons for the social
media options you use regularly. You don’t
necessarily have to post to all of these
several times a week, but at least be sure
you’re getting on there occasionally.

Check Your Google Analytics Regularly
It’s important to make your site rank well
in search. It’s also important to make
your site a magnet for visitors through
good web design. But the main goal of
your website, as I noted earlier, is to convert your visitors into actual customers.
To know if your site is converting, you
need to know what your visitors are actually doing when they’re on your site. If
you’re familiar with Google Analytics, you
know that you can find this out by examining stats such as time on page, bounce
rate, exit rate, conversion rate, etc.
If certain pages on your website have a
high exit rate and/or low time on page,
that probably means the content on
those pages are not what the consumers are looking for, so add more content
to those pages.

The preceding tools are just some of
the many ways you can improve conversions on your window treatments
website. If you employ even just a
few of these, you’ll have made a huge
difference.zz
Welton Hong is the
founder of Ring Ring
Marketing and a
leading expert in
creating leads from
online to the phone
line for window
coverings businesses.
He is the author of
Making Your Phone
Ring with Internet Marketing for Window
Covering Companies.
RingRingMarketing.com
Facebook: RingRingMarketing
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Why Premium is Worth the Price
The value of professionalism
by Roger Magalhaes

I’d like to share a story one of my design clients told me. We
were at an installation and she was commenting that my rates
were “very high…”
Imagine the scenario: The installation has been scheduled for
three weeks. You, as the designer, show up on the day and on
time. You have the sweetest client present anxiously to see her
new draperies hung. Twenty minutes later, the installer hasn’t
showed up yet. You call and he answers saying, “Someone
emailed me cancelling a job and I thought it was you.” After a
tense conversation on the phone, the installer shows up an
hour and a half later for the job carrying his drill. As everyone
(designer, client, and installer) enters the room, the installer asks
the homeowner if she has a step stool to use since he forgot his
at home.
He holds the draperies on the wall trying to determine
where to mount the brackets. The designer asks for his tape
measure but he doesn’t have one. He proceeds to install
the hardware, however it’s too low so now the drapery pins
need to be to adjusted so much that the drapery header
falls forward.
There is more to the story but I think you can understand the
point…this was an actual installation experienced by a new
designer. The “installer” had been referred to her by “a friend
of a friend that hung her draperies.” So after commenting to
me that my rates were very high, she continued by letting
me know that she never worries over a project if I’m on it because if anything goes wrong, she knows that I will take care
of it and will make sure the job will look great in the end.
With that said, I’d like to list a few things I do that allow me to charge premium for my work and have my
clients paying very happily for the final results.
Proper and Prompt Communication
I communicate promptly and clearly with my clients
the way it works for them. Some like emails, others
text messages, and some even like old-fashioned
phone calls. Regardless of the way we set the appointment, I use color codes on my Google Calendar
where blue is “need confirmation” and orange is a
“confirmed” appointment. A couple days prior to the
appointment I reach out to the client (via the way they
initiated the request) to confirm the appointment.
14 | wf-vision.com | May + June 2017

Show Up On Time
It sounds obvious but nowadays there are so many things that
can happen (traffic jams, road work, bad weather, flat tire) that
adding an extra 30-minute buffer to your travel commute is not
a bad idea. If you get to your destination ahead of schedule, you
can respond to emails or stop by at a coffee shop to relax.
A Properly Outfitted Vehicle
I understand that not everyone has a “commercial vehicle” and
may use a family car for their installs. As long as you have a
checklist to verify that you have everything in the car for the
installation, you will look good. I personally have decided to invest in a dedicated commercial van for my business. It’s allowed
me to have permanent lettering to promote my company every
mile I drive, plus it works as my mobile shop where I keep all my
tools, screws, and ladders so I don’t have to worry about forgetting anything for the day.
Manage Your Schedule
Not every job works as planned. Sometimes, there is a bracket that may need to be cut down, other times you may need
to trim a board or who knows what could happen. Those
experiences have taught me to allocate an extra hour for
simpler installs. And for large installation jobs, I simply don’t
schedule anything else for the day. Not having the pressure
of the clock in the back of my mind helps me get focused on
finding a solution to a smooth installation.
First Impressions Matter
I wear polo shirts with my company’s logo for every project. I
look fresh when I show up for an appointment. I wear protec-

tive, disposable booties and I use proper language communicating with my clients. It may seem obvious but if you start paying
attention to some contractors and professionals that you meet
at your own home and at client’s homes too you will see how
much of a positive impact that it will have for your business.
Looking professional may also smooth the edge of any client
questioning your skills.

ORION

ORNAMENTAL IRON, INC.

Square Rods with Returns

Have the Proper Tools
On any given day my van carries three step stools, a Little
Giant ladder, an expandable plank, several tarps, all sorts of
screws and wall anchors, two chop saws (for metal and wood),
a working bench with a vise, extra remote controls, batteries
and cable connectors, extra drill and drill bits, extension cords,
and the list goes on. It doesn’t mean that I am 100% covered
for every situation, but there is a great chance that I can
complete the jobs on the same day if something unexpected
happens during installation.
Be a Team Member
The installer/designer/workroom relationship should be such
that when there is a mistake it doesn’t mean a finger-pointing
discussion in front of the end client. We all have egos that
should be checked at the door as we step into an install. For
everyone to grow and succeed there can be no one who thinks
they are “the most important in the equation.”
Try this approach instead: Nurture the qualities of the other parties and have a coffee meeting to discuss areas that may need
improvement. In the end, everyone benefits when relationships
are built on a strong foundation of professionalism.
And while some of what I’ve listed here may seem like an
unnecessary investment, keep in the mind the potential for
increasing revenue by being a (true) professional. z
Roger Magalhaes is a certified Professional Installer by
The Custom Home Furnishing Academy, Lutron, Hunter
Douglas, Somfy and Norman
Shutters, an active member
of the WCAA, founder of
the Facebook group Free
Speech Window Covering
Pros and the founder and
owner of Shades IN Place
Inc., Franklin, MA, established in 2006.
ShadesInPlace.com
Facebook: shadesinplace
Twitter: Shades_IN_Place
Houzz: shades-in-place

Orion’s square rods with returns are perfect
for bay windows and windows with odd angles. Having
draperies return to the wall not only gives additional
privacy, but creates a finished look, covering window light
and hardware from view. Orion offers many sizes and
finishes to choose from for all your designing needs!

sales@ironartbyorion.com | www.ironartbyorion.com | 877.476.6278
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INSIGHT take note

Reassessing Your Brand

As your business evolves, so should your brand
by Kathy Wall

Whether you’re a one-stop shop or a
world conglomerate, you have a brand.
The word “brand” is tossed around a lot
these days, but do we know precisely
what it means?

of your brand every five years to determine what you need to do to present a
“fresh face.” That could mean anything
from a tweak of your logo to new colors
or freshened-up messaging.

Simply put, a brand is often thought of
as a trademark, logo, or the name identifying a product, service, or organization.
But it’s much more than a visual identity.

How Important Can This Be?
In today’s fast-moving marketplace,
the answer is fairly straightforward.
Your loyal customers may not need
more of what you are selling right now.
What appeals to one group of customers may not appeal to another. Keep
in mind that Millennials look at and
interact with brands in a vastly different way than their predecessors.

What do you think of when you hear
the words “Coca-Cola?” An afternoon
at the ballpark, fun times with friends?
That’s right—you think of an experience. And that’s exactly what brands
are meant to convey.
Understanding Your Brand
Your brand is a complex myriad of imagery, messaging, and impressions that
are associated with your business. The
qualities attributed to your name are
also components of your brand. What
words do people think of when they see
or hear your company name? What are
their feelings and emotions when they
think about your business? Don’t be
afraid to stand out, and be different.
When determining what your brand is,
you also need to determine what it isn’t.
Take a large easel pad, draw a line down
the middle, write “is” on one side, and “is
not” on the other, and get to work.
Why Make the Effort?
Why do this? Because your brand,
like your business, is evolving. Brands
change over time. Distinctive brands,
even though they may not look the
same as they always have been, are still
instantly recognizable. They may get a
tweak, but you know them immediately.
It’s worth conducting a thorough review
16 | wf-vision.com | May + June 2017

A brand is more
than a logo—it is a
complex myriad of
qualities associated
with your business.
If new competitors are appearing in
your area, consider rebranding. But
remember, updating your brand should
always be about appealing to your target customer, never about change for
the sake of change. Let your brand be
the face, voice, and reputation of your
ever-evolving, ever-growing business.
Where to Start
The inevitable next question is, “Where
do I start?” First, gather all your assets:
business cards, letterhead, signage,
every advertisement you have run in
the previous five years, and printouts
of your social media sites and website.
Take pictures of the interior and exterior of your shop, studio, workroom or
gallery, and your company vehicles. Put

everything in one room. Pin it to the
walls, spread it out on the table. What
do you see?
Seek commonality of colors, layout,
graphics, typography, and logo placement. Encourage feedback, while
recognizing that you are tasked with the
final decision. You might need to call in
an agency with branding experience. An
agency’s objective eye can help you pull
away the layers and find your unique
voice, the different angle, the differentiating qualities that can be translated
into the visual components of a brand
that your corner of world sees and
embraces. Throughout, remember that
the key to your success is consistency
and authenticity.
Rebranding may mean a slight modification, or it may be an overhaul. It could
start tomorrow or it could be five years
from now. When was the last time you
did an internal review? Is now the time
for your company to rebrand? z
Kathy Wall is president and ringleader of
The Media Matters,
an agency in the Triad
area of North Carolina, offering marketing, advertising, and
brand strategy to a
roster of international
clients. Kathy has
shared her talents
with the home furnishings industry for three
decades before forming her own business
16 years ago. Her motto? “We don’t work
with jerks.”
themediamatters.com
Facebook: themediamatters
Twitter: @themediamatters

Are You Offering Your Customers the Ultimate in Shading

Convenience, Energy Efficiency & Control?

Insolroll® Motorized Solar Shades
Elevate the form and function of every spaceresidential or commercial, large or small, with
control options from the simple to the sublime.

Motorized solar shades control sun and increase building
energy performance in large commercial spaces.

5 Day Lead-time • Complete UL-Listed Shade Systems • Large Fabric Inventory

We make motorized jobs easier.
n

Home automation & lighting control- seamless
integration with any 3rd party platform

n

App-driven smart phone and tablet
WiFi network control

n

Award-winning, experienced
tech support a phone call away

n

Radio remote control- wall switches
or handheld

n

Technical resources for dealers
and electricians

637 S. Pierce Ave., Louisville, CO 80027
tel 800.447.5534

www.insolroll.com

INSIGHT take note

The Transfer of Trust

How to encourage client trust in your sales team
by Madeleine MacRae

Most humans have a very difficult time being clear about their
needs, desires, hopes, and expectations. A gifted salesperson
knows how to explore those subconscious and sometimes
unvoiced elements and to craft a solution that elegantly meets
those needs.
So while sales has often been called the art of persuasion, a
more modern interpretation—especially considering the sales
process in our industry—is the art of empowerment. Persuasion
is, indisputably, a portion of the equation, however, when you
focus on empowerment, you end up with more customers, far
fewer cancellations, and significantly fewer returns. And one of
the most effective on-ramps to empowerment is trust.
The buyer must trust the company, the solution, and the consultant in order to hand over their money. Simply said, trust is
where the transaction happens, as client’s wallets aren’t opening
up unless that trust trifecta—company, solution, and salesperson—is working. So, let’s take a glance at those three areas.
The Company
Company trust is often built in our branding. Consumers
need to trust our brand and/or our company enough to be
enticed to become new leads. While sparking their interest
might be enough to have them stop and notice our ad, they
need to buy into it in order to take the next step and pick up
the phone or click the link.
One of the most powerful ways of creating trust in new leads
is leveraging the words of our clients. On average, consumers
believe 80% of what others say about our business and only
20% of what we say about ourselves. That is why ratings and
reviews are so critical in this pre-sale trust-building phase.
So, let’s assume the next step is that we have invested the time
and the effort in building a beautiful website, developing our
brand, and gathering reviews and testimonials, and that consumers are calling and their trust in the company is high.
The Solution
While crafting the right solution is far more than this, for the
sake of argument, let’s assume that “solution trust” boils down
to having the right products at the right price for the right
consumer. The product/solution element is one that, for true
professionals in the window coverings industry, is a given. Pros
won’t even think of going into a home or of making a presen18 | wf-vision.com | May + June 2017

tation unless they believe that they have the best products for
their consumers. Creating trust in the solution isn’t just a matter
of great product of course, but for this article it’s enough. So we
have two of the trust trifecta handled: company and solutions.
The Sales Person
How can we transfer the company credibility created into
every step of our sales process so that trust can be felt in the
field and, ultimately, be seen in our sales numbers?
Let’s say that Mrs. Jones calls the office in response to an ad. The
booker sets the appointment and, in two days, right on time, your
sales rep is knocking on her door, ready to help craft the perfect
solution for her window coverings. The very fact that your sales
rep is there is proof of your company trustworthiness, but what
about their personal trustworthiness? How can the consumer be
certain that representative deserves her trust?
There is a sequence of creating an expectation and then fulfilling it, of promising and then doing that results in trust. When
our historic experiences tell us that the person will fulfill what’s
being promised, we are at ease because we trust them. We
know they will follow through because we’ve seen them do it
over and over again. In this paradigm, trust is built over time.
If you think of a brain as an open field of tall grass and each
promise-and-then-do sequence as one pass through that
grass, you’re going to need a lot of passes to create a “trust
rut”—a predictable outcome based on historic follow-through.
A Shortcut to Trust
As a window coverings dealer or sales rep, showing up to
a brand new consumer’s home—often having never even
spoken to them personally—we haven’t made a promise we
can fulfill. We don’t have a track record and we don’t have a
lot of time.
How do we overcome this hurdle? We have to leverage some
powerful neurological factors and put our reps into a very
conscious trust continuum.
You see, while the sales rep isn’t the person who created the
promise to show up, they are the person who is fulfilling that
promise. If you just have them show up at the home, knock
on the door, and start in on their process, a valuable link in the
continuum is missing. The transference of your business trust

into personal trust has only been subconscious and passive,
which is not nearly enough to be impactful.
There are two simple words you can train your reps to use to
purposely reassign your business trust to them personally—“as
promised.” Those two simple words create an ultra-powerful
neurological signal in your homeowners’ brain.
Go back again to the image of the brain as an open field of
tall grass. Remember that each promise-and-then-do sequence represented one walk through that grass? When you
knock on the door, the first walk through that grass happens.
Subconsciously, the brain is aware that the company promised and then fulfilled. When the rep says “as promised” that
brain wave has to pass back to the original promise, travel to
the fulfillment to “validate” that the promise was made and
fulfilled. And, rather than being subconscious, it’s conscious,
rather than being business-only, it’s personal. Think of those
two factors as adding a lawnmower on the second and third
passes you’ve made. You haven’t just tripled the impact, you’ve
exponentially enhanced it.
The words “as promised” are hugely powerful when you’re
writing emails and doing reminder calls, but when they are
added into the structure of that opening conversation, they

weave a fabric of trust transference that catapults your sales
teams’ credibility right into your top line results. z
Having built sales from zero to more
than $1 million in several markets,
Madeleine MacRae brings unique
perspective to her business, MM
MacRae Coaching & Consulting.
With over a decade of experience
working with contractors, dealers,
and manufacturers in the home
professionals industry, she shares
the insights she knows, understands,
and has codified to help her clients
shortcut their way to success.
MacRae has developed the newly launched WFCP FastTRACK business certification program, available as an online e-course. She has
also announced the following three business bootcamp dates: July
18, November 7, and January 18, 2018. Find out more at:
fasttrackscholarship.com.
mmmacrae.com
Linked-In: macraemadeleine
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Building INDUSTRY

Connections

Show report by Gail Gutsche. Photos by Brandy Stoetz.

Retailers and designers, associations and manufacturers,
workroom and fabricators—from across the country and
across the globe—came together at IWCE 2017.

The International Window Coverings EXPO 2017 (IWCE) attracted 107 exhibitors and nearly 3,000
attendees to the industry’s annual trade show and conference held at the Charlotte Convention Center in
North Carolina. The numbers for first-time attendees, repeat visitors, and exhibitors were at their highest
in almost a decade, pointing to a resurgence in the industry and the global appeal of the U.S. market.
IWCE 2017 was especially inclusive, drawing support and recognition from both regional and
national associations. The Window Coverings Association of America (WCAA) hosted a successful
“Introduction to Window Coverings Industry” student tour, while the Window Covering Manufacturers Association (WCMA) hosted an event for its 2016 Product Innovations Awards. Key participation in IWCE 2017 also came from: WCAA-Charlotte Chapter, International Furnishings & Design
Association-Charlotte Chapter, American Society of Interior Designers-Carolinas Chapter, The
Network-America’s Window Coverings Buying Network, and WithIt.
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Attendees were captivated by inspiring special events,

trance and it set the tone for the whole show. We ran

go-to seminars, and, of course, tempting new products.

out of catalogs before the end of the first day and had
to order more. We couldn’t have been happier.”

“This was my first time attending IWCE,” said M. Beth
Curtis, Redesign 2 Shine, Inc., Lemont, IL. “I am a dec-

“The first day of the show was phenomenal. Brilliant.

orator who has grown to love window treatments and

Beyond all expectations,” said Brian Robertson, president

thought IWCE would be good exposure to additional

of Louvolite. “It was our busiest day ever, at any show.

products and learning. I was not disappointed. There

Charlotte rivals Stuttgart in that regard.”

were so many classes to choose from, which varied from
business strategies, to trends, to drapery styles, to tools

Alan Meyer, president of America’s Window Covering

of the trade. The show floor was a good way to meet up

Buying Network, Libertyville, IL, was also excited about

with current vendors or meet new ones. I will definitely

the show’s outcomes. “We acquired at least 40 new

be returning to this conference

members at the expo,” he said.

again and again.”

“Traffic has been very good. This
is the first time in a while that

Show floor crowd-pleasers in-

it’s been a stand-alone show,

cluded sleek drapery hardware,

and that proved beneficial.

beautiful fabrics, time-saving

We’ve had a great response and

sales software, fashionable

attendees really liked the semi-

weather-proof exterior shades,

nars. I hope to see it expand to

child-safe cordless blinds and

even more vendors in Tampa.”

shades, and motorized smart devices that network with
just about everything in a home or business.

The döfix booth, which offered frequent live demonstrations of its iron-on tape system, which allows designers

IWCE 2017 exhibitors and vendors were overwhelm-

and decorators to create beautiful creations with no

ingly positive in their assessment of the show. Rollease

sewing, attracted a constant stream of attendees. Robert

Acmeda, featuring its premier “precision in motion”

Döhlemann, president of the Stuttgart, Germany–based

hardware and shading solutions, awed attendees with a

company, said, “Attendance is awesome and the quality

show-stopping, centrally located booth complete with

of the attendees is great. Charlotte is centrally located—

interactive product pavilions, complimentary refresh-

finally a show on the East Coast after so many years in

ments, and a comfortable lounge area which treated

the West. We’ll be back in Tampa next year.”

foot-weary attendees to much-needed respite throughout the two-day show.

Seminar event and special event highlights can be found
starting on page 22. The following pages feature a few

Tom Morgan, business development manager for Row-

of the new products and trends featured at IWCE 2017.

ley said, “Response here in Charlotte was phenomenal.

IWCE 2018 will be held at the Tampa Convention Cen-

Rowley was the first booth attendees saw upon en-

ter in Tampa, Florida, from March 27–28, 2018.
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Solatech, Inc., presented their unique software for designers and fabricators offering integrated productivity solutions aimed at increasing sales and boosting profits. “Solatech’s SalesPro 5.0 is the premier
window fashions software product in the industry,” said Ray Soltis,
CEO. “With SalesPro and its in-home, point-of-sales system, customers can save as much as 40 hours per month, and that translates into
increased profits. SalesPro is an end-to-end single-step quoting and
ordering system designed for use in partnership with fabricators.”

Sani Fabrication Solutions featured several pieces of production equipment for fabricating aluminum or wood hor-

izontal blinds, roller shades, and cellular shades, including
a manual measuring cutting table. Attendees were treated

to frequent demonstrations of a wide range of equipment
designed to make fabricating blinds more efficient while in-

creasing productivity and lowering costs, such as the Asco CT
Cutting Table, shown left. In addition to the machinery, Sani

offers custom plant efficiency consulting to ensure that fabricators are making the best and smartest use of their space
and machinery.

“Because the economy is strong, there is a lot of interest in

fabrication right now,” said Rod Butler, business unit manager. “Sani offers a diverse number of machines across all prod-

uct lines, and at different price levels within a specific product
line which is attractive to our customers.”

Kasmir Fabrics offered a full
line of beautiful, functional fabrics including prints,
wovens, sheers, silks, embroideries, and velvets for
drapery and home furnishings, as well as indoor and
outdoor uses. Traditional,
transitional,

contemporary,

whatever your style needs,
Kasmir Fabrics can fill the
order at a price point that fits
a client’s budget.
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Forest Drapery Hardware’s Seville collection, top left, is avail-

able in eight finishes. Its classic lines provide a timeless, elegant
look, and can be ordered either hand-drawn or motorized. In contrast, the steel Aveiro collection offers contemporary designs, each
in four finishes.

“Motorization is big and has been for a couple of years, and for
Forest, the Easyflex Ripplefold system (above) attracted a lot of
attention,” commented Kent Hughs, Regional Sales Manager, re-

garding hardware trends. It’s a popular choice as it allows easy
customization of the depth of drapery folds.

Azniv and Sarkis Chorbadjian of Sarkis Studios said they
“had a blast” showing the company’s extensive line of wood
and resin decorative hardware. In addition to the custom
hand-rubbed metallic–leaf finishes, Sarkis also offers complete paint and stain matching as well as a line of leather
wrapped rods, rings, finials, and hold-backs.
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“The first vendor I visited was döfix,” said Olga
Polyanskaya, a frequent IWCE attendee. “Robert
Döhlemann can perform real magic with his iron!
I first worked with his tapes a year ago as part of
my WFAP design. And after seeing the döfix tape
sample performing impeccably even after several
wash cycles, I purchased the iron. I cannot wait
to try it on my next Roman shades project. Using
his tapes in conjuction with my typical fabrication process, my work time should be cut in half.
Thank you, döfix!”

Vako Systems for Your Window offers smooth

operation systems for every application—
drapery track, Roman, vertical, panel, roller,

and honeycomb. Nanne Valkenburg, left, and
Erik Kunst were on hand from the Netherlands–based company to explain how innova-

tive in-house manufacturing focuses on easy,

efficient assembly and reliable operation.
The unique design translates into signficant
time-savings for wholesalers and workrooms.
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Orion Ornamental
Iron, Inc., won a
WCMA award for
its square rod with
returns and coordinating rings, shown
above. Atul Patel
pictured, left, with
Edgar Catalan said
that both manual
and motorized rods
are

selling

well.

“Trends in drapery
hardware

include

a return to wood
and customization
like Design Art by
Orion which allows
you to choose from
68 finishes to customize your look,”
he said.

Lacquered and Powder Coating
Insulated Aluminum Panels

Designed for Shutters, Doors & Gates

ASTM E 330-02, ASTM E 1886-05, ASTM E 1996-12 Certified. Florida Building approval pending.

Aerolux transparent weather blinds offer superior protection
from wind and rain, while providing great visibility. Stainless
steel fittings and wires combine with scratch-resistant PVC
for lasting durability.

Liquid Lacque
Green 6021
Grey 7016
White 9016
Golden oak
Red 3004

Powder Coating
1 Million colors

AV COMPOSITES US

2950 NE 188th Street, #531, Miami, FL 33180
(305) 834 9416 +33 6- 32 60 90 00
Web : www.avcomposites.com
Mail : contact@avcomposites.com
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Inspired by Rococo, Renaissance, and Baroque eras,
the Finistra decorative hardware collection (left) from
Rowley Company adds a classically inspired look to any
room. The company also featured the Paris Texas Hardware collection (above), which it acquired last year. Tom
Morgan, business development manager, described IWCE
2017 as “phenomenal. We ran out of catalogs before the
first day was even over!”
Karen, Taylor, and Niko Angel of
Angel’s Distributing Inc. The
company’s high-performance linings are frequently cited in many of

the Window Fashion Vision Design
& Workroom competition projects

and attendees were thrilled to see a
key supplier on the show floor.
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Harris Pillow Supply boasts that
it has “the world’s most comfortable pillows” and its legion of fans
certainly seem to agree. The Harris
stand was consistently busy with clients purchasing some of the feather,
down, or synthetic inserts available at
the show, or requesting information
regarding the company’s extensive
custom cushion program.

“The show attracted a record number of visitors from
North and Latin America to the Coulisse booth. They were

all excited about the new products demonstrated and
the Coulisse Concept Store modules that were present-

ed as part of the booth layout. Many visitors confirmed

that Coulisse’s booth really stood out from the crowd. We
wanted to show how Coulisse distinguishes itself from
others,” said Jop Vos, managing director, Coulisse, Inc.

Highlighted at the show were the new Coulisse Pull Motion Motor and the child-safe Cordless Spring System.
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Thanks to Vertilux for its
steadfast support—an advertiser for 30 years and

an exhibitor at every show
since its start in 1997. In-

side its busy booth, the
Vertilux team met with

customers from 12 countries

introducing

them

to the Advanced Fabrics
Collection, the VX Screen

Collection, and the Neolux
Dual Shades. “This is the

most important show for
the industry in the U.S.,”
said

Vertilux

president

According to Pete Faherty, COO, at

citing thing about the show

are skyrocketing. “The cleaner look

again specifically dedicat-

in the economy,” he said. “Customers

ment industry. Charlotte

finials, so our Select Metal Collection

and hopefully next year

Kirsch Designer Metals line are both

José García. “The most ex-

United Supply Company metal sales

this year is that it was once

came about right after the downturn

ed to the window treat-

wanted smaller diameter poles and

was better than last year,

(shown above in satin brass) and the

will be better still!”

doing very well.” Above: The USC
sales team, left to right, Jeff Marcell, Karin Levings, Donna Anderson,
Hank Ingham, and Terri Parker.

Belagio Enterprises, a wholesaler of home décor and apparel trimmings, always brings plenty of eye candy to the IWCE show floor,
making it a favorite with attendees. This year its booth once again dazzled with sequins, lace, beads, tassel, fringe, and rhinestones.
Leslie Bergmann and Farshad Melamed were on hand to walk interested attendees through all the many options and colors.
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The Rollease Acmeda booth offered

easy chairs and refreshments for
foot-weary IWCE attendees. Nonstop

traffic from Canada, Latin America,

Europe, and the U.S. kept the sales
team on its toes. The company’s
broad array of fabric choices include

solar screen, blackout, and metalized. “We have a large fabric selection—over 13,000 rolls in stock,” not-

ed Derick Marsh, the company CEO.

The show gave us the opportunity
to preview not only fabrics, but also
our extended motorized program, as
well as external products.”

The team at Current Products
was excited to show attendees
its Smart Wand, a blind control
wand equipped with light and
temperature sensors that automate the blind’s movement
to help cut energy costs while
controlling light and privacy.
It can be retrofitted to most
blinds, multiple blinds can be
grouped, and there is an “on
command” manual option.
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The Australian company Wilson Fabrics celebrated its fourth year at the show, introducing its latest
lines of shade and drapery fabrics. “Charlotte was great. There was a lot of activity, a lot of customers, and
the show was full of energy,” said COO Chris Sencek.

”The IWCE show is the best event in the

window fashions industry for Comfor-

tex to exhibit at,” said Dana Hickey, the
company’s marketing manager. “The
traffic at this show is always excellent
and there is such a high quality of leads.

It is a ‘must attend’ event for us and we
look forward to it every year.”

Dada Patel, with
Catania Sik, shows
clients the more than
50 different styles
of silk fabrics available in this line—
from lightweight silk
sheers to beautifully
embellished looks.
Trims and tiebacks
imported from China
and Thailand complete the offerings.
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Show Floor Highlights

Clockwise from top left: One of several product displays at the Vertilux booth. • Machinery demonstrations at A-Ventures. • A rainbow of

transitional shades from Elwin. •
The team at San Benito Shutters.
• Steve Bursten, Bruce Heyman,

Steve Wishnow, and Paul Van Noy
at the Exciting Windows booth. •
Contemporary woven woods from

Merchant Blinds. • A sample of Fairway’s photo-finish shutters. • Pil-

lows and drapery panels at Creative
Threads. • The ZMC team. • Allison
Boreen and Welton Hong with Ring

Ring Marketing. • Roman and roller
shades from Scorpio. • Explaining

the benefits of joining the America’s Window Covering Buying Net-

work. • The team at Draperies.com.

• Checking out the many shade options at Louvolite.
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High Tea

A tour of the house and gardens of the
Duke Mansion, complete with a delicious
high tea, was a charming introduction to
Charlotte and a gracious way to start several full days at IWCE.
Photos: Gail Gutsche, Brandy Stoetz, and Celia Schauble
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Clockwise from top left: Pat Woods, left, of Bay Window Fashions and Patrice McDonald, Custom Draperies by Patrice, both
of Traverse City, MI, in the gardens of Duke Mansion. • Classic swags and jabots in one of the mansion’s bedrooms. • Larry
Lariviere, owner of Larry’s Custom Interiors, Portsmouth, NH,
has been in the window coverings business for 47 years. He remembers when Grace bought Window Fashion Vision magazine,
then known as WES (Window Energy Systems). • Celia Schauble’s shot of the mansion as seen in one of the garden’s reflecting balls. • Chris and Katrina Riley, owners of Designer Drapes/
Katrina Riley Curtains and Blinds, came all the way from Wagga
Wagga, Australia, to attend IWCE! They are long-time subscribers of the magazine and enjoyed the relaxed start to a busy week.
• Kallie Kleinschmidt and her mom, Brook Devenport, owner of
Blinds and More, traveled from Mankato, MN, to attend IWCE.
They enjoyed all the greenery and spring flowers in the garden, a
far cry from what they left at home!
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Behind the Scenes

Taking advantage of Charlotte’s proximity to the Piedmont Triad—a region
that just happens to include a significant number of design industry manufacturers—Deb Barrett organized a daylong trip of insider access visits.
These included one of the largest jacquard mills in the United States, a
custom, from-the-frame-up upholstery workroom, several High Point
showrooms, and a fabric distributor. It was a unique opportunity to see
and learn how the many elements that go into making a room all come
together, and to understand the incredible infrastructure necessary to deliver just a single sofa to a client’s home. • Special thanks to Valdese Weavers, Kristin Drohan, and High Point Design Centers Association for their
time and hospitality.
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Clockwise, starting opposite page top left: The first stop was Valdese Weavers,
one of the largest jacquard mills in the U.S., and a major supplier to the furniture
industry. Over the next two hours, the group learned how a design concept becomes a fabric, with a tour of the design studios, the dye house, the warehouse
and, of course, the looms. Shown here: Anna Hilton explains part of the dyeing
process at the mill, which includes mixing its own dyes, a dye library, a swatch
library for color standards, and much more. • The Kristin Drohan Collection is
a line of handcrafted furniture by the Georgia-based interior designer that debuted in 2012. Drohan met the group at the Hickory, NC, workshop where her
furniture is made and walked the group through the entire process—from making
the frame through a finished upholstered piece. Shown here: A demonstration
of what eight-way hand-tied springs actually mean and why they are important
to the integrity of the furniture. • Greenhouse Fabrics provided end-of-the-day
drinks and snacks, as well as an overview of how they work with designers. A
large wall of their best-selling fabrics, organized by color family, was a huge draw.
One statistic, according to the wall, is that grays outsold browns over the past
six months, 11% to 9%. • Product, styling, and design inspiration were all to be
found in the several High Point showrooms that were part of the journey, including neutral textures at Feizy Rugs, this terrianium “chandelier” at Ashley Interiors,
and a unique bolster pillow idea at Tomlinson.
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a night at
NASCAR

On Tuesday night, IWCE exhibitors and special
guests filled the NASCAR Hall of Fame for a kick-off
party. Guests could climb into the cockpits of actual cars, drive in competition race conditions against
others in startingly realistic simulations, or try their
hand at being part of the fastest pit crew. And if beer,
cocktails, and small bites weren’t enough, there was
a moonshine tasting as well!
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Clockwise from opposite page, top left: The “racetrack” featured
NASCAR makes and models from every era. • Interactive displays, full-size models, and snippets of history, combined with
food, beer, wine, and good company made for a great evening.
• Scot Dietz of 3 Blind Mice lends a hand as part of a pit crew
competition. • Keith Wildvank of Vista Products getting ready for
a race simulation. Below right: Jeanelle Dech, Michele Williams,
Leigh Anderson, Celia Schauble, Grace McNamara, and Theresa
Paul. • Below: The Vako team. • Below left: Lulú Montejo and José
García, both with Vertilux, with McNamara. • Left: Jessica Fitzgerald with Wilson Fabrics tries out the race simulation. • Bottom, far
left: Beth Hodges, Shirley Bozer, Robert Döhlemann, and Aleksandra Döhlemann, all with Döfix.
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INNOVATION
CELEBRATION
The Window Covering Manufacturers Association
(WCMA) formally announced the winners of the 2016
WCMA Product Awards, recognizing the best of the window covering industry’s products and merchandising programs, at a champagne reception and awards presentation
that kicked off IWCE on March 7, 2017.

“WCMA fine-tuned the program’s categories, particularly the
judges’ criteria, resulting in a more rigorous competition,” said
Ralph Vasami, Executive Director of WCMA. “Each manufacturer raised the bar for the industry. The hard work and ingenuity of our industry’s engineering and design teams are evident in the wide array of submissions.”

Clockwise, from top of page: All the 2016 WCMA award
winners before the reception. • Joe Jankoski, President
of WCMA, flanked by Gail Gutsche, the editor of Window
Fashions magazine back in 1987 and publisher Grace McNamara. • Laurie Medford and Mikala Moller of Rowley
Company. • Atul and Sunil Patel (with McNamara) and Ed-

Reclaimed Wood Shutters, by Sunburst Shutters & Window
Fashions, was recognized with the Judges’ Award, a selection
made in addition to the WCMA Product of the Year and at the
judges’ discretion, when a submission stand outs for its aesthetic appeal and exhibits measurable benefits to end users.

gar Catalan of Orion Ornamental Iron, Inc. • Jop Voss, Sal-

Meeting the judges’ criteria and standing out among all categories, the Duette Vertiglide with PowerView Motorization
was selected as the 2016 WCMA Product of the Year.

one of several awards garnered by Hunter Douglas over
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vatore Nocera, and Sam Pampanella with Coulisse. • The
ceremony was an acknowledgment of work well done,
with all celebrating the efforts of their peers. • Derick
Marsh of Rollease Acmeda with Ralph Vasami, accepting
the company’s award. • Jankoski accepting from Vasami
the course of the evening.

2016 WCMA Product Awards Winners
Cellular & Pleated Shades
Best Technical Innovation
Duette Vertiglide with PowerView Motorization
Hunter Douglas

Motorization & Automation
Best Technical Innovation
Qadvanced Intelligent System (QIS) Shades
QMotion

Best New Style Concept
Newly Redesigned Duette Shades Collection
Hunter Douglas

Best New Style Concept
Horizontal Blinds Collections with
PowerView Motorization
Hunter Douglas

Drapery Hardware
Best Technical Innovation
Square Rods with Returns
Orion Ornamental Iron, Inc.
Best New Style Concept
New Bohemia Crystal Designs
Orion Ornamental Iron, Inc.
Green Products: Energy Efficiency
Best Technical Innovation
MechoNet Wireless Daylight Sensor & Controller
MechoSystems
Best New Style Concept
Duette Honeycomb Shades: New Commercial
with MicroShield Fabric
Hunter Douglas
Green Products: Health & Environmental Safety
Best Technical Innovation & Best New Style Concept
EcoVeil Sheer Collection
MechoSystems
Green Products: Sustainability
Best Technical Innovation
EnviroScreen
Rollease Acmeda
Best Style Concept
Modern Precious Metals Aluminum Blinds
with SimpleLift
Hunter Douglas
Horizontal Blinds
Best Technical Innovation
Cordless Blinds with SmartRelease & SmartPrivacy
Norman Window Fashions

Roman & Roller Shades
Best Technical Innovation
Coulisse Pull Motor
Coulisse Inc.
Best New Style Concept
Romasafe Cordless Roman Shades
Window Covering Specialties, Inc.
Shadings & Sheers
Best Technical Innovation
BelleVue Shades with SmartRelease
Norman Window Fashions
Best New Style Concept
New 2016 Pirouette Window
Shadings Collection
Hunter Douglas
Shutters
Best Technical Innovation
Privacy Plus Shutter
Shutter Smart
Best New Style Concept
Reclaimed Wood Shutters
Sunburst Shutters & Window Fashions
Specialty Applications & Misc. Products
Best Technical Innovation
Qadvance Honeycomb Shade with ZB control
QMotion
Best New Style Concept
Whyte & Ivory ERII Blackout Lining
Rowley

Best New Style Concept
Refreshed EverWood Alternative Wood
Blinds Collection
Hunter Douglas
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INSIGHT show report

Almost every winner in this year’s competition was present to
accept their award(s) in person—it was a wonderful full house!
Photos: Brandy Stoetz

Work Well Rewarded

What an evening! The Mint Museum was a beautiful venue, with a large terrace that allowed everyone to mingle while getting a drink and a nibble before the
ceremony. Publisher Grace McNamara and co-host Celia Schauble introduced several first-time winners to the stage, while the standing-room-only audience also
delighted in several surprise announcements. But, as always, it is the heartfelt
camaraderie and appreciation for quality craftmanship that makes this annual awards
evening such a special event.
Thanks to Kirsch for their sponsorship of the 2017 awards ceremony.
The Kirsch team, under the leadership of Bill
Whyte, center right, provided gift bags for everyone. “Kirsch was so excited to be a part of
IWCE 2017 and to sponsor the awards ceremony,” said Whyte. “It was a great evening
celebrating talented decorators, designers, installers, and workrooms. We were inspired by
their passion for our industry and more importantly we are excited to develop new products
at Kirsch for use in their future projects.”
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More than just the Window Fashion Vision Design & Workroom competition award winners were recognized
at this year’s event. Above from left: Staci Faulkner taught the first live version of the newly revamped WFCP
Workroom certification program and helped introduce several of these certified workroom professionals. •
Terri Booser, in shimmering fringe, laughed with Rachel Barrera, one of the creative forces behind the Window
Fashions Artisan Projects. • Below left: Dan and Tom Anheuser, Bazaar Home Decorating, Bruce Heyman,
Metropolitan Window Fashions and Roger Gober, All About Blinds.• Bottom left: Elizabeth Gerdes, who won
in both design and workroom categories, was recognized for her achievements as Workroom of the Year. •
Bottom center: Yelena Gerts, who had just won first place in the last category of the evening, was immediately
back on stage for the Designer of the Year award. • The winning 2017 Design projects start on page 48.

Above: Window Fashion Vision publisher Grace McNamara was presented with a special award at the end of the night in recognition of
her 30 years of service in the cause of education and business growth
for the window coverings industry. “I was so surprised and honored
by the thoughtfulness of my industry colleagues for this recognition!
It was definitely a highlight of my career,” said McNamara. “A big
thank you to Mary Kiel, Arlene Rafoth, Terri Booser, Buddy Bressler,
Allan Meyer, and everyone involved in this special tribute.”
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INSIGHT show report

Love to Learn

There was a full house for LuAnn Nigara’s presentation
“Excellence is a Decision,” an ideal opener for two days filled
with education, sharing, and networking. “I made a commitment
to go to IWCE each year and it’s been a worthwhile investment,”
said Leigh Anderson, Willow Drapery & Upholstery, Glenview,
IL. “It’s important to take time to think about your business
while not entrenched in your day-to-day activities. I always feel
recharged and inspired when I return from the expo.”
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WHAT WE LOVED AT IWCE
As a small business it’s important to connect with others, and IWCE
provides that opportunity. It’s a community that demonstrates we are
all in this business together—not rivals but partners. We support each
other, we learn about each others’ projects, and after we talk business
we switch to stories about adorable kids or grandchildren which is just
the icing on the cake.
Olga Polyanskaya, Drapery Expressions and Blinds, Colorado Springs, CO

I learned so much
about the manufacturing of textiles on
the trip to High Point.
It was a great day.
Renée Rucci, Renée Rucci
Design, Middleton, MA

I very much enjoyed JoAnne Weary’s color
seminar and came away with so much passion and curiosity to learn more about color. And the awards ceremony opened me
up to a whole new world—it was exciting
to see so much talent in the room.
Hillary Holmes, HillyTree Home, Asheville, NC

I was impressed with the visit to Kristin
Drohan’s furniture manufacturing plant.
She gave us valuable information explaining what materials and methods make the
best cushion construction and more.
Deborah Lum, Chic Unique Designs,
Fayetteville, GA

I really enjoyed “Interior Design Master Class” with Carl Dellatore. It was inspiring hearing his story and what he’s doing now.
I was moved by his honesty. I thought Michele Williams’ class
on branding was excellent! It gave me a lot to think through and
implement in my business branding. And I loved Deb’s class on
Wanderlust—so many great ideas.
Kathryn Dillon, Kathryn Dillon Drapery & Design, Marietta, GA

Opposite page, clockwise from top left: LuAnn Nigara, the IWCE 2017 opening ceremony speaker, with Grace McNamara. •
A first-session-of-the-day audience, with full coffee cups and busy cameras. • A hands-on opportunity to practice drilling was
part of “An Installer’s Guide to Dressing the Window” seminar. “Learning to drill concrete from legend Jim Shinn was one of the
highlights of the expo for me,” said Deborah Moss, Windowful Interiors, Westport, CT. • Industry legend Deb Barrett showing
one of the dozens of designs she created for “Put Your Wanderlust at the Window,” a showcase inspired by her travels. This
cornice features antique trims she found at the Parisian and Provençal flea markets.
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INSPIRE 2017 Design Competition Winners
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Pretty
The 2017 Window Fashion Vision

Design Competition winners represent
the best of our industry—and not
just in terms of their aesthetics. Yes, they
are beautiful, but they also deliver on the
real promise of good design—to enhance the

Fantastic

rooms, and ultimately, the lives of those clients
who said yes, and let experts get to work.

Congratulations to Yelena Gerts, ASID, of House of Style
& Design on her first place win in Whole Room Integration
and being named the 2017 Designer of the Year.
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INSPIRE 2017 Design Competition Winners
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2017 Designer of the Year
&
FIRST PLACE, Whole Room Integration

Yelena Gerts, ASID, House of Style & Design, Holmdel, NJ
As a cheerful, cozy space suitable for a new baby, this room in its raw state was sorely lacking. The combination
of unrelieved walls and a deeply inset extra-tall tray ceiling made the room feel remote and cold.
Yelena Gerts was given complete freedom to create a dream nursey from this
blank space. She started by using a soft gray on the walls, then adding white
moldings to frame and break up the wallspace. The visual height of the ceiling
was reduced by bringing the new gray wall color partially inside the inset and
dropping three round chandeliers at different heights into the main space.
(See pages 48–49.)
The colors and design of the other elements in the room, including the window treatments, were mostly drawn from the two blue ottomans the client fell
in love with. (Shown opposite page, bottom left.) The robin’s egg blue cornice on the main window used nailhead
trim and ivory welting, accents drawn directly from the ottomans. A partial version of this cornice is used on the
narrow side window. Roman shades in a whimsical balloon
print are a charming undertreatment, while lined curtain
panels can be drawn for more complete light control.
Transformed from a cold box to a stylish modern nursery that can easily adapt as the baby grows, the window
treatments play a central role in bringing all the design
elements in this room together.

CREDITS
PROFESSIONALS: Designer: Yelena Gerts, House of Style & Design,
Holmdel, NJ. Workroom, Roman shades and panels: Decorations by Galina,
Brooklyn, NY. Workroom, cornices: NY Upholstery, Leads, NY. Installer:
Lisa Bagarozza, House of Style & Design. Photographer: Marco Ricca.

RESOURCES: Paint: Sherwin-Williams, Olympus White. Chandeliers: Restoration Hardware. Fabric for panels and welting: JF Fabrics, Phantom 91. Fabric
for panel trim and cornices: JF Fabrics, Spectrum 61. Fabric for Roman shades:
Kasmir, Around the World in ironstone. Ottoman upholstery: JF Fabrics, Phantom 64. Area rug and bookshelf: Restoration Hardware Baby. Crib: Pottery
Barn Kids. Upholstered swivel rocking chair and ottoman: Fairfield Chair.
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FIRST PLACE, COMBINATION TREATMENTS

Nancie Wood, Nancie Wood Interiors, Raleigh, NC
The large master bedroom in this newly constructed home has long windows facing east and
south, providing continual light throughout the day. The client desired a welcoming private
retreat while also needing light control to block out early morning sunlight.
At the glass, Pinnacle motorized blackout shades can be controlled with a multi-channel remote from two locations, one near the entry door and one by the bed. The intense sun the room
receives helps power these battery-operated shades that are installed just below the transom,
so when raised they completely disappear from both exterior and interior views.
The next layer features relaxed Roman shades at the bay window, door,
and the small windows to either side
of the bed, mounted
above the transom
section. Goblet-pleat
drapery panels in
the same fabric help
disguise the awkward
spaces on either side
of the bay.
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CREDITS
PROFESSIONALS: Designer: Nancie Wood,
Nancie Wood Interiors, Raleigh, NC. Workroom:
Window Affects and More, Raleigh, NC. Installers: Steve Volpert and Window Affects and
More. Photographer: Woody Harrell New View
Photography, Varina, NC.
RESOURCES: Drapery and Roman shade fabric:
Pindler and Pindler, Rowley in moonstone. Motorized blackout shades: United Supply, Pinnacle,
Flock/Sachel 17-8623. Hardware: United Supply,
Select reeded poles, 2.25", 22-006-23; finials
24-126-23; ribbed wood rings 23-345-23, all in
vintage gold finish.

SECOND PLACE (tie), COMBINATION TREATMENTS

Elizabeth Gerdes, Stitch Above The Rest,
Woodstock, GA

CREDITS
PROFESSIONALS: Designer and workroom: Elizabeth
Gerdes, Stitch Above The Rest, LLC, Woodstock, GA.
Installer: Dave Starner, Starner Finishing Touches, Woodstock, GA. Photographer: Angela Pereira, Peartree Photography, Canton, GA.
RESOURCES: Fabric: Catania Silk, Diamond Small in nile; Milky
Way in neptune; DUP-101 solid in coral. Hardware: Select
through United Supply, #22-012-915, #54-724-915, and
#23-126-915. Shutters: United Supply, Normandy faux wood.
Interlining: United Supply #755888-1405. Blackout lining:
United Supply #801851-09202320. Tassels and trim: Fabric
and Fringe Warehouse.

The combination of elaborate, layered swags and draperies over a wood shutter is a classic
design. But what’s interesting is that this highly detailed, traversing window treatment—five
widths of 100% silk that are interlined, blackout-lined, and contrast-lined—is installed on a
single, less-than-generously-sized window. A shutter, painted to coordinate with the trimwork,
is the first step in visually expanding the window, while the 12-foot rod, installed just below
the molding, provides the extra width needed for the formal treatment decorated with trim,
banding, tassels, and more. A closer look reveals some of the details that truly help the entire
design come together.
The drapery fabric is the same as the swags, but was customized with diamond embossing.
The cascades are lined with the same contrast fabric that trims the swags and drapery while a three-inch color
band, separated from the main fabric with coordinating small piping, is a small accent that adds depth to the design. The purpose of all this detail was to fool the eye into seeing a much larger window and one more in keeping
with the dimensions of the room.
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SECOND PLACE (tie), COMBINATION TREATMENTS

Marya Flurnoy, Creative Design Team,
Belleair Bluffs, FL
A long narrow master suite, although furnished beautifully, looked and felt off balance, issues
that were emphasized by double slider windows that dominated one entire wall. Although these
overlooked beautiful water views, treating them effectively was necessary to make the room
more welcoming and comfortable.
At the window, motorized Silhouette shades addressed the issue of light control, full use of the
sliders, and the limited wall space to either side of the windows. Two layered cornices, with a
barely curved bottom edge leading to a step down, are placed over side panels. The cornices
feature a patterned fabric insert, nailhead trim, and center medallions. These details—the shape of the cornice,
the nailhead accent, etc.—were adapted from other furnishings in the room. Together, these elements add depth
and detail to what was otherwise a cold glass wall.
CREDITS
PROFESSIONALS: Designer: Marya Flurnoy, Creative Design Team,
Belleair Bluffs, FL. Workroom: Creative Design Team. Installer:
Ron Flurnoy, Creative Design Team. Photographer: Wayne Cathel,
Belleair Bluffs, FL.
RESOURCES: Side panels and cornice inset fabric: Wesco Fabric, Ana
Capri in amulet. Medallion insert and custom pillow fabric: Wesco
Fabric, Ravello in orchid. Solid fabric: Lady Ann Fabric, Mia in linen.
Nailheads: RM Coco, #BD16-92. Window shades: Hunter Douglas Silhouettes, Quarto 4" in linen. Motorization: Hunter Douglas PowerView.
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PUT YOUR BUSINESS ON THE

If you’re looking for a deeper dive and more personalized learning, sign up for the WFCP FastTrack Business Specialist
Certification sponsored by Graber Business University. When you invest in this next-level learning program, you’ll
get the guidance of a business coach and the support of invested peers.

BENEFITS
 Lifetime access to a portal that contains videos, worksheets, and support
documents that will help you focus on growing your business
 Sales boot camp! 6 live group-coaching calls where you’ll learn how to
apply what you’ve learned to your own business
 Membership in an exclusive FastTrack Facebook community where you can
meet other dealers and learn what works for them

FASTTRACK IS FOR YOU IF:
 You truly want to grow your businesses and get fast results
 You no longer want to be an on the long, expensive side of trial-and-error
 You want to integrate systems into what you’re already doing
successfully today
 You’re looking for support from a high-caliber coach and a community
working in your exact industry facing your exact issues

ABOUT MADELEINE MACRAE
With a unique blend of entrepreneurial and
corporate experiences driving her,

SIGN UP

Madeleine MacRae has spent over a

Upcoming FastTrack Sales Bootcamps:
 July 18, 2017

 November 7, 2017

decade helping businesses improve and
 January 18, 2018

Visit https://www.wf-vision.com/education-opportunities
to sign up today.

grow. Madeleine teaches her clients how to
implement better processes and new
tactics that create bigger, more reliable
results while preserving a high quality of life.

(4/17) 17-5544

INSPIRE 2017 Design Competition Winners

CREDITS
PROFESSIONALS: Designer and workroom: Olga Polyanskaya
Drapery Expressions and Blinds, Colorado Springs, CO. Installer and photographer: Grigoriy Polyanskiy, Drapery Expressions
and Blinds.
RESOURCES: Blackout fabric: Angel’s Distributing, Inc., Bella
Notte silky blackout in sand. Overlay fabric: Wesco Fabric: Out of
the box in Coppertone. Header tape: Rowley Company, translucent clip-n-wave tape.

FIRST PLACE, CURTAINS & DRAPERIES

Olga Polyanskaya, Drapery Expressions and Blinds,
Colorado Springs, CO
At this recently renovated restaurant, the owners wanted something that bridged the “rustic/contemporary” aesthetic of the new interiors. They specifically asked for floor-length panels to frame
the windows and adamantly did not want pinch pleats. A woven net fabric had been used for the
lobby windows (not shown), but in the dining area, the panels needed to hide the unattractive wall
space between the windows. The problem was finding a fabric for the underlayer that would not
require lining, because that would make the panels and ruched heading too bulky.
The clever solution was to actually use a lining—a blackout fabric in a sand color that is a
slightly deeper tone than the netting, while having enough body to hold its shape. The 10-inch ruched header and
clean, ripplefold panels provide a sophisticated, tactile element to the dining area. A special header for the panels keeps the ripplefolds undisturbed, which is a boon to the maintenance crew as they don’t need to worry about
having to redress the panels after cleaning the room.
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SECOND PLACE, Curtains & Draperies

Susan Day, Exciting Windows! by Susan Day, Springfield, IL
The ground floor parlor of this 1923 home originally featured the five grand windows. The
front two windows fit a typical 1800s layout, flanking a tall mirror, but the three other windows in the space had become obstructed by an attached building. One became a door, and
two were illuminated with dimmable lighting to mimic daylight. Because only three of the
original carved cornices remained, the decision was made to create coordinating valances for
the two remaining windows. These swagged valances used medallions, finished to match the
cornices, while heavy gold metallic cylindrical fringe also helps tie all five windows together.
The brilliant blue of the draperies is in keeping with the strong color sensibilities of the period and is, in fact,
drawn from a scrap of the room’s wallpaper that was found during
the renovation. Faux silk sheers replace the lace curtains that probably were originally part of the window designs. While underneath,
Lutron automated roller shades provide sun control and privacy.
CREDITS
PROFESSIONALS: Designer: Susan Day, Exciting Windows! by Susan Day, Springfield,
IL. Workroom: Quality Drapery Services, Lebanon, IN. Installer: Rob Danielson, Danielson
Installations, Springfield, IL. Photographer: Nathan Michaud, Springfield, IL.
RESOURCES: Fabric: Trend, 02999 in cobalt. Trim: DKei G1014-WZ. Medallions: Curtains
Up Collection, refinished by Ed Gonet. Cornices: existing, refinished by Ed Gonet.
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FIRST PLACE, Decorative Hardware & Trims

Susan Kostelecky, SK Designs, Houston, TX
The window treatments in the living area of this new sorority house are meant to be colorful
and beautiful, while reflecting the sorority’s brand, colors, and themes. But this entry room
features two distinctly incompatible windows: One had a transom window above it, leaving 20"
of space above the window; the other had no transom and a full 40" above it.
To take advantage of the room’s height and to mask discrepancies between the windows, stationary Roman shades are mounted near the ceiling behind pewter-finish drapery rods with
crystal finials. The sorority’s crest, created from custom laser-cut elements with appliqué backing, is featured
on one of the faux Roman shades. Drapery panels frame the windows and both the panel and the shades feature
leading edges embellished with “wave” pintucks. This detail, embellished with hand-sewn Swarovski pearls, is a
sutble reference to the crescent moon featured in the sorority crest.
CREDITS
PROFESSIONALS: Designer and workroom: Susan Kostelecky, SK Designs, Houston, TX. Blind installation: Brace Drapery Installations, Austin, TX. Drapery installation: Blinds N Motion, Spring Branch, TX.
Photographer: Brandy Stoesz Photography, Houston, TX.
RESOURCES: Blinds: Hunter Douglas, First Edition faux wood 2". Laser cutting: Its Oksana!. Silk fabrics:
Catania, Dup 101 in pink, beige, and deep brown. Interlining: Angel’s Linings, Angel's interlining. Blackout
lining: Angel’s Linings, Bella Note Silky Blackout. Hardware: Williamson Supply; Sahara hardware in pewter,
118-06 rods, 118R5 rings, 118B brackets, 118F-55 crystal square finial. Swarovski pearls: Joann Fabrics. Fire
retardant and stain protection finishing: SBI Fine Fabric Finishing.
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SeconD PLACE, Decorative Hardware & Trims

Susan Gailani, Gailani Designs, Naperville, IL
For this enormous window wall, the client requested an open, airy design that would
coordinate with her chandelier and the Persian rug, both pieces that help anchor the
room. Her final request was for swags. The idea of graceful, lightweight sheers was a
given, but incorporating elements of the chandelier required much more work.
The custom hardware for the swags combines several individual elements, colormatched to the chandelier. An engineer was consulted to make sure the posts were
sized and positioned correctly, both for the draping of the swags and to support the large pieces of hardware and
their crystals. The finished design, of textured sheers sweeping down to layer over interlined silk side panels, was
deemed “perfect” by the client.
CREDITS
PROFESSIONALS: Designer: Susan Gailani, Gailani Designs, Naperville, IL. Workroom: Christine Draperies, Naperville, IL. Installer: Mike Budde,
Elk Grove Village, IL. Photographer: Richard Lanenga, Addison, IL.
RESOURCES: Drapery panel fabric: RM Coco, Kassimi in cinnamon. Sheer fabric: Michaels Textiles, Throne in wheat. Hardware: Helser Brothers, custom design created from elements of the Artigiani Collection.
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FIRST PLACE, Motorized Treatments

Mary Susan Bicicchi,
Interiors By Mary Susan,
La Grange, IL
This 16,000-square-foot home boasts a
great room that can be seen from many
adjacent spaces. In addition, the windows
on the adjacent upper walls, as well as
the French doors, required treatments that would darken
the room for TV viewing. To manage all of this definitely
required motorization, while the design also had to be something that would
work with all the fabrics, art, rugs, and other design elements that could
easily be seen throughout the first floor.
A lightweight wool in a creamy neutral is a color taken from the fireplace,
with a contrast band as the main accent for all the designs. The two-prong
pleats, tacked top and bottom, are made up into panels that required more
than 100 yards of fabric.
The motorized Roman shades on both the upper windows and the French
doors are hard wired, while tandem motors were used for the drapery panels and the French doors. Although relatively simple in design, these functional window treatments add tremendously to the comfort and ambience of
the home.
CREDITS
PROFESSIONALS: Designer: Mary Susan Bicicchi, Interiors By Mary Susan, La Grange, IL. Workroom and installation: The Drapery Source, Lisle, IL.
Roman shade motorization: Matthew Kandl, Motorized Window Treatments, Streamwood, IL. Photographer: Nick Novelli, Novelli Photo, Elgin, IL.
RESOURCES: Fabric: Lee Jofa 2014141 – 166. Banding fabric: Schumacher, 51531 in bark. Hardware: The Finial Company, motorized traverse rod
system with two tandem motors, 670, in espresso w/handheld remote and wireless wall switch. Roman shade hardware: BTX tubular motors.
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CREDITS
PROFESSIONALS: Designer: Lucinda J. Reed, Lucinda’s
Interiors, Lynn, IN. Installer: Don Byrley, Liberty, IN. Photographer: Bonnie Hobbs, Lynn, IN.
RESOURCES: Shades: Hunter Douglas, designer roller screen
shades and skyline shades, Harbour, 1% openness in
Pacific. Motorization: Hunter Douglas, PowerView.

SeconD PLACE, (Tie) Motorized Treatments

Lucinda J. Reed, Lucinda’s Interiors, Lynn, IN
For a conference room with windows on all four sides, light control and a level of privacy were absolute musts. The main doors to the conference room were on either end,
one set opened to the outdoors and another opened to a busy interior corridor (not
shown). Both of these window walls were treated with solar screen panel shades, but
as the “interior” set of windows and doors were 240" wide, two separate shades, one
to stack left and one to stack right, were installed. For the exterior door that measured
192" wide, one panel shade with a split stack was sufficient, while the windows on
both side walls were treated with roller shades.
Given all the different shades and the necessity to control sunlight and glare from various directions, the
other “absolute must” was motorization. With both a handheld and wall remote for control, everyone loves
the convenience, with the only problem being that the guys in the office constantly play with the shades
during meetings.
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SeconD PLACE, (Tie) Motorized Treatments

hideki & shio nishigaki, decorators, osaka, Japan
In Japan, the word shaku-kei refers to the concept of “borrowing” exterior
scenery to make small rooms feel more spacious. But this often works only in
daylight; at night, the windows turn into black expanses of glass or, given the
density of housing, means a distinct lack of privacy.
Custom printing an artistic view on a drapery panel delivers shaku-kei on
demand. In this case, the window treatments were motorized so the client can
enjoy the dramatic moment of the scenery being unveiled.
CREDITS
PROFESSIONALS: Designers: Hideki and Shio Nishigaki, Decorators, Osaka,
Japan. Workrooms: Kajikawasousyoku, Osaka, Japan, and Marukiya Ibaraki
and art-k, Gifu, Japan. Installer and photographer: Hideki Nishigaki.
RESOURCES: Fabrics: Creation Baumann and FISBA, lace. Dorap Koziel by
walpa & Casamance. Drapery motorization: TOSO progress25. Shade motorization: SilentGliss SG2350FM.
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First PLACE, Soft ShadeS

Lynn Ricci, Classic Interiors, Clifton Park, NY
The objective was to provide privacy
without obstructing the view, while the
challenge was to find the perfect fabric
to work with the other elements in the
room—enhancing rather than distracting
from the view.
The coffered ceiling was painted in a
warm gray that complements the stone
fireplace and the beautiful rug. A paisley
tree-of-life pattern in a soft blue works
perfectly with the colors and materials of
the room. Fabricated into relaxed Roman
shades with a single center pleat, the
operable shades provide privacy when
needed yet can be raised to allow for full
view of the backyard. The end result is a
a welcoming, cohesive space that perfectly fulfills the clients’ wishes.
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CREDITS
PROFESSIONALS: Designer: Lynn Ricci,
Classic Interiors, Clifton Park, NY. Workroom:
Valerie Papero. Installer: Richard Roberts. Photographer: Randall Perry Photography.
RESOURCES: Shade fabric: Kravet Fabric,
Avadi #1611. Ceiling paint: SherwinWilliams, Fashionable Gray. Furniture:
Raymour & Flanigan, Home Decorators, Ballard Designs.

SECOND PLACE, Soft ShadeS

Barbara Elliott & Jennifer Woods,
Decorating Den Interiors,
Stone Mountain, GA

This beautifully detailed bathroom was formerly a closet. The client requested a modern feel with traditional influences, which is perfectly captured in the custom cabinetry. But the newly installed window needed something
more than the textured glass to integrate it into the room.
The cornice, raised above the window to add some height, features an arched top that reflects the design of cabinet molding. Upholstered in a cream linen with metallic starbursts, the fabric is another modern/traditional mix.
The Roman shade, blackout-lined for complete privacy, is in a subtle gray woven that picks up the color of the
lower cabinets while complementing the slight metallic accents from the cornice fabric.

CREDITS
PROFESSIONALS: Designers: Barbara Elliott and Jennifer Woods, Decorating Den Interiors, Stone Mountain, GA. Workroom: Finest Design, Norcross, GA. Installer: Jon Kemmerer, Tucker, GA. Photographer: Scott Johnson, Scott Johnson Photography, Inc., Woodstock, GA.
RESOURCES: Shade fabric: Fabricut, Confucius in pebble. Shade lining: Trend, 02928 in white. Cornice fabric: Fabricut, Silver Chair in ivory. Stool:
Cox, upholstered in Kravet, Weyford, color 1.
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FIRST PLACE, SPECIALTY WINDOW FASHIONS

Amy Wolff, C.I.D., Amy Wolff Interiors, Scottsdale, AZ
This five-window bow has a multitude of issues. There are four different wall angles, the windows vary in width by up to 12", there are five transom windows, not
to mention the existing Silhouette shades in each window, which makes for a total
of 10 cord loop controls. The goal was to make the windows look consistent, fit the
installation in under the tray ceiling, hide all those cords, and deliver a gracious,
contemporary design.
After presenting a few options, the final decision was a series of flat valances with
curved bottom corners accented with contrast welting. Under those, short fabric
fans fit into each window angle, helping further disguise the differences in dimension. And behind those, fulllength panels add softness, providing another place to hide cords while also helping to even out the visual dynamics of the space.

CREDITS
PROFESSIONALS: Designer: Amy Wolff, C.I.D., Amy Wolff Interiors, Scottsdale, AZ. Workroom: Gregg Hopkins, WFI Arizona/Window Fashions,
Phoenix, AZ. Installer: Daniel Helser, The Taller Installer, Phoenix, AZ. Photographer: Nick Kirschman, Tempe, AZ.
RESOURCES: Valance and panel fabric: Lafayette Window Fashions, Luxe in fog. Fan and welting fabric: Lafayette Window Fashions, Luxe in silver.
Lining: Apollo, Outback in ivory, supplied by the workroom.
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SECOND PLACE (tie), SPECIALTY WINDOW FASHIONS

Elizabeth Gerdes, Stitch Above The Rest, Woodstock, GA
Adding two long drapery panels to the outer edges of a two-story, five-panel bay window frames the
window, softens the space, and gives a more comfortable feel to, what in this case, is a 23-foot-tall
room. However, the style of these draperies is anything but typical. The center section features one
and a half widths, the blue scroll work fabric on either side is a quarter-width each, while the edge
fabric is a half-width each. If you’re keeping track, that makes each panel a total of three-widths wide
with interlining and blackout lining to fullness while helping eliminate light variations.
Why go this route? Because a traditional, 2-4 inch band of color would be lost in a treatment of this scale. To provide some dimensions: The draperies are a finished length of 271" and each panel weighs 73 lbs. The pinch pleats
are 8" long and roughly 10" went into each pleat. Accenting these panels with widths of fabric, instead of inches,
is the correct approach to a design of this size.
CREDITS
PROFESSIONALS: Designer and workroom: Elizabeth Gerdes, Stitch Above The Rest, LLC, Woodstock, GA. Installer: Dave Starner, Starner
Finishing Touches, Woodstock, GA. Photographer: Angela Pereira, Peartree Photography, Canton, GA.
RESOURCES: Center fabric: Kravet, Latika in festival orange. Edge fabric: Joann Fabrics, Time Zone, #590401. Accent fabric: Fabric and Fringe Warehouse, R-Link in mist. Interlining: United Supply Co. #755888-1405. Blackout lining: United Supply Co. #801851-09202320. Hardware: Select from
United Supply, Imperial finial, European brackets and end caps, all gold with black wash finish.
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SECOND PLACE (tie), SPECIALTY WINDOW FASHIONS

Connie Farley & Debbie Thompson,
Bella Home Interiors, Pitman, NJ
After a recent kitchen renovation, this client was eager to now update her family room.
The fireplace was to be part of the redesign and she wanted that wall to become a
focal point for the room. With limited space on the right side of the wall the goal was to
create a simple, yet elegant design that would work with the split arch windows flanking the fireplace and the angled ceiling, as well as the large window to the sunroom
behind the sofa.
For the arch windows, flat, shaped pelmets are hung from medallions, a more contemporary alternative to gathered swags. A similar approach is used on the large window,
with just barely gathered pelmets on either side of a layered cornice. Stationary panels
were added to frame all the windows, but for the one window, finding room to install
that panel proved challenging. The result was to gather the panel at the top with an
Italian stringing method, adding tabs so that it could hang from the center medallion
while a pin strip on the side provided stability.
CREDITS
PROFESSIONALS: Designer: Connie Farley, Bella Home Interiors, Pitman, NJ. Workroom: Debbie Thompson
Bella Home Interiors. Installer: John Farley, Bella Home Interiors. Photographer: Ronnie Bruce, Ronnie Bruce
Photography, Sewell, NJ.
RESOURCES: Fabric: Kasmir Fabric, Kentshire in mahogany. Lining: lRM Coco and was R&M Sheen in ivory, Contrast fabric: Kasmir Fabric, Royalton in teak. Trim and tassels: Michaels Textiles, Beacon, Foghorn, and Montauk in
celery. Hardware: Select Hardware, medallion, reeded pole, and Valencia finials in antique bronze.
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THE PERFECT SOLUTION TO YOUR WINDOWS

Here at Draperies.com, we have all your drapery hardware and drapery motorization needs! We stock a variety
of tracks and components in matching colors to deliver the ultimate experience to our clients. Our products
can be found in commercial buildings to unique applications in residential settings. We offer same day
shipping and ship around the world! Let us know how we can help you today!

INSPIRE 2017 Design Competition Winners

FIRST PLACE, Top Treatments

Juanita Sicurella-Strassfield,
Archetype Interiors, Stamford, CT
In a newly redecorated living room, the large, and large-scale, floral rug was the starting point, along with the client’s insistence that no matter what was considered to be
“in style,” she wanted a traditional look for her windows.
Unfortunately, while the client deliberated, the valance fabric, a generously-sized floral that picks up the colors from the rug, was discontinued. With very limited yardage
available the skilled workroom was still able to fabricate the valances. With a shaped
bottom edge highlighted by a scalloped braid, clean pattern placement was critical for the overall design to look
right with their structured jabots at each edge.
The final touch are the drapery panels that feature a beautifully
scalloped decorative leading edge to tie all the details together.
CREDITS
PROFESSIONALS: Designer: Juanita Sicurella-Strassfield, Archetype Interiors, Stamford, CT. Workroom: Beth Hodges, Beth Hodges Soft Furnishings, Elberton, GA.
Installer: Isaias Sanchez, Isaias Installs, White Plains, NY. Photographer: Brian Mac
Mullen, Brian Mac Mullen Photography, Brookfield, CT.
RESOURCES: Valance fabric: Fabricut, Urbana in sapphire. Valance trim: Woven Materials, Portofino wide gimp. Drapery fabric: Robert Allen, Gizmo in Denim. Lining: Prima
sateen, supplied by workroom. Horizontal blinds: Hunter Douglas (previously installed).
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SECOND PLACE, Top Treatments

Leigh Anderson,
Willow Drapery & Upholstery, Glenview, IL
When a client comes in with a request for “something different” and the
words “glamour,” “sparkle,” and “magic” are part of the theme—you
know you’re in for some fun! The cornices are an updated interpretation
of Moorish arches, fabricated in a silk taffeta. The proportions between
the inner and outer curves of these pointed arches were carefully measured, while self piping outlines the sleek shapes, which originally only
had a silk rosette at the center for additional detail.
CREDITS
PROFESSIONALS: Designer: Leigh Anderson, Willow Drapery & Upholstery, Glenview, IL. Drapery
workroom: Willow Drapery & Upholstery. Installer:
Ken Woodhouse, Ken Woodhouse Installations,
Elgin, IL. Photographer: Barry Rustin, Barry Rustin
Photography, Wilmette, IL.
RESOURCES: Cornice fabric: Fabricut, taffeta silk
in limeade. Sheer: Fabricut, 32519-03, Marvelettes
in silver. Chandelier beads: Keifer Company, crystal beads part 40-216 and crystal octagon bead
chain 40-990c. Rewiring: Bedazzled, Evanston, IL.
Cornice fabrication: Quiltmaster Inc. Carpentersville, IL. Hardware: Kirsch Traverse Superfine rods.

White pearlescent sheers underneath feature an embroidered ogee
pattern with a small crystal bead at each intersection—and inspired the
next thought process.
Wanting more sparkle, the idea of chandelier beads was proposed. The
crystals drop down from the center of the cornice to end in a pendant,
with two draped strands curving back up to attach to the cornice. These
shimmering strands now catch the light and bring just the right amount of
glamour and magic to the room.
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SECOND PLACE, Whole Room Integration

Karen Pierson & Deborah Kindelin,
Westmont Paint & Decorating, Westmont, IL
The romantic life-size oil portrait on the fireplace wall was the first point of inspiration
for this design and the crushed ivory silk of her gown finds its counterpoint in the silk
drapery panels. The swooping curves of the shaped velvet cornice as they cover the
panels are a reflection of the curved shaped lacy fichu as seen in the portrait, while
the cross-structure support of the breakfront’s glass doors is picked up and used for an
accent near the top of the cornice.
At over 100" wide and 61" high, the cornice needed to complement the window and the room without overpowering the art and other personal details. The final touches include the rosettes and decorative traversing rod in
a warm silver finish as seen in the cabinetry, and the crystal tie backs, which reflect the shimmer of the glass
doors and sparkle in the stone fireplace wall.
CREDITS
PROFESSIONALS: Designers: Karen Pierson & Deborah Kindelin, Westmont Paint & Decorating, Westmont, IL. Workroom and installer: Barb
Albrecht, The Drapery Source, Lisle, IL. Photographer: Kasia Vetter, Kasia Vetter Photography, Lake Zurich, IL.
RESOURCES: Cornice face fabric: Kravet, Delta velvet 32864-4 in cashew. Cornice cording: Catania Silks, Sultan in Biscotti. Welt cording: provided by workroom. Cornice rosettes: JF Fabrics, RTR-22, large, and RTR-2J, small. Decorative hardware: RM CoCo, Traditions 13/8" reeded wood
traverse rod and end caps. Sheer fabric: Layfayette Window Fashions, New Voille in winter white. Drapery panels: Catania Silks, Rio in pecos. Crystal
tie backs and tassels: Rose Lace and Braid. Decorative finish on rosettes: Modern Masters.
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Trimspotting
INSPIRE on our radar

Recently I fell in love with a Red. It’s on the orange side of red, not to be confused

with coral on the pink side. First, I bought a lipstick called Poppy, then I noticed
that the color was pleasantly stalking me. I saw it on a man’s shirt, in a vintage
car’s passing tail lights,
and sliced as red pepper on
my salad. Trimspotting, my
term for an acute awareness of trimmings in the
world, works the same way.

As designers and fabricators,
you are already knowledgeable
about trims, but as you study
them more, they will stand out on
clothing, furnishings, and window
treatments. Once you notice that
your dog’s leash and your kid’s
shoelaces are woven trims too,
it’s official: You are a trimspotter.
One of the most rewarding things for me about social media is that every morning I wake
up to people sharing images of trims—in décor, or fashion hashtagged #trimspotting with
a note “Made me think of you.” Whether you are fabricating with solid or patterned fabrics,
trimmings are a tool to support, unite, or play with the many diverse textiles in your work.
Adding embellished details will set your designs apart, expressing your client’s style and
your expertise.

zz

by Jana Platina Phipps
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Playing Up Pattern

When you are creating a no-holds-barred room of pattern play, trimmings are an additional element to bring to the party. Above: In the work of Amanda
Louise Design, the trimmings frame the patterned woven and printed fabrics like artwork. “Patterned fabrics and bright trimmings are my favorite way to get a
diverse representation of color and texture in every space,” explained designer Amanda Louise Campbell. “It’s in the textile mix where a space gleans the most
personality.” • Above right: Debra McBride uses a Samuel and Sons pompom fringe on a classic Roman shade.

Solid Support

Specifying only solid fabrics for furnishings can make
a room look two-dimensional. Above: Interior designer Marlaina Teich uses a patent leather welt trim
to highlight the lines of this Robert Allen Design sofa,
matching the color vibrancy of the intense fuchsia
velvet fabric. “I’ve been using trim more often,” said
Teich. “Whether as a little edging that catches and reflects the light, or as a way to highlight or complement
the color of a fabric.” • Left: Wesley Hall Furniture
uses a jacquard Greek key tape to piece together added color and texture.• Far left: Lillian August for Hickory
White adds a Greek key tape to the pillow boxing giving
a patterned break to the solid gold velvet-tufted sofa. •
Opposite page: Scalamandre’s soutache embroidered
tape trim in red pops like vintage tail lights.
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INSPIRE on our radar

The Marriage of Patterns & Plains

Trimmings can bridge the design flow of fabrics. It may be subtle or dynamic, depending
on palette and pattern.
Clockwise from top left: Designer Barrie Spang of Sapphire Pear Design creates additional
pattern play for a colorful wing back chair, using a striped welt that picks up the black and
white contemporary design of Cotton & Quill’s graphic fabrics and trimmings. “I adore using trims because of the dimension and detail they add to furniture, pillows, and drapery.
I am especially loving exaggerated sizes right now,” Spang said. • McBride Design uses an
Osborne & Little tassel fringe to marry a more formal printed damask to casual linen. •
Mary Jane McCarty, vintage textile expert, uses antique and handmade trimmings to unify
solid and patterned Fortuny fabrics for her pillow collection at Bergdorf Goodman.

Jana Platina Phipps is well known as a trimmings designer with a refined vision for the use of trims in home furnishings, fashion,
and luxury DIY. Affectionately called Trim Queen by her clients, she adopted the moniker and launched her blog “Trim Queen
Chronicles” in 2013, and now shares inspiration of modern embellishment and creativity daily via her social media channels.
TrimQueen.com • Instagram: TrimQueen • Pinterest: TrimQueen • Twitter: @TrimQueen • Facebook: TrimQueen
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Experience WCAA
Where you are NEVER in business alone.
Member Beneﬁts at a Glance:
· Monthly educational webinars

· Local chapter networking

· Industry discounts and
members-only perks

· Free on-line directory
listing on WCAA Website

WCAA is the only national non-proﬁt
trade association dedicated to the retail
window coverings industry and to our
membership of designers, decorators,
workrooms, installers and dealers.

Enjoy all these beneﬁts and more; join today at www.wcaa.org
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Q : Are there any restrictions on the size or type of shades that can be motorized?
A : Any kind of shade can be motorized! Whether you’re motorizing a small shade over the bathtub

or a large bank of windows in the foyer, Somfy offers a wide range of solutions for window coverings.
Somfy motors can be used by any fabricator for any type of window covering, providing a variety of
possibilities for any project. For larger windows, the ultra-quiet and ultra-powerful Sonesse ULTRA 50®
motors are a great selection. For smaller windows, Somfy’s battery-powered WireFree motor range can be
a smart choice. Regardless of window size, location, or even the fabric style of the window covering, Somfy
has flexible solutions to make motorization a convenient and energy-saving opportunity for any home.

Q : Is it possible to put a motorized track on a curved bay window?
A : Motorization is a great option available for bay windows. Extend the life of your drapery fabric

while still letting in light or maintaining privacy, all at the press of a button. Somfy offers a complete
range of motorized track solutions with flexible power options, available with custom curves and
bends perfect for bay windows! Custom drapery tracks can even be created to exact specifications
for uniquely shaped windows.
The Irismo™ and Glydea® line of drapery motors allow users to open and close draperies by a simple
press of a button, or automatically with the Sunis indoor sun sensor. Plus you can schedule your
draperies to move automatically using your smartphone or tablet with the myLink™ app. Multiple
control options allow for seamless integration with third-party systems to set drapes in motion
from a multitude of devices.

Q : Any tips on how to introduce motorization to customers?
A : Introduce the concept with the benefits! Adding motorization to window treatments is a great

convenience and offers peace of mind. Motorization can be a life saver for that hard-to-reach
window high in the foyer or inconveniently located behind the tub. With group control, users can
simultaneously move windows coverings in different areas of the house with a single button press.
Your customer will immediately see how motorization adds value and convenience to their home
and daily life.

Focus on the “wow factor”! It is sure to impress their family and friends since not everyone can raise
or lower their shades at the press of a button. Adding to the “wow factor,” sensors and timers allow for
the whole process to be automated for worry-free energy
savings. In fact, the US Department of Energy estimates that
closing draperies in the summer can reduce heat gain by 33 percent, while closing the blinds can cut heat down by 45 percent.
Convenience, energy savings, and
peace-of-mind are just a few ways to
Have a question?
introduce customers to the exciting
Send an email to
world of motorization.

asksomfy@gmail.com

Product
Showcase
ONA DRAPERY Hardware

ORION ORNAMENTAL IRON, INC.

Ona Drapery Hardware Company is your
source for custom made drapery hardware.
From contemporary to traditional, we offer an
extensive selection of styles and finishes. We
manufacture every rod set to order using only
premium heavy gauge steel, wrought iron,
crystal and more. Custom curving is available
for all rod profiles. Be sure to look at our new
Acrylic Rods, Art Glass finials and Polished
Chrome finishes in addition to our popular
French Rods and ONAVERSE™ Iron Cord Traverse Rods. We pride ourselves on quality workmanship, timely delivery
and customer satisfaction. Select Ona Drapery Hardware and order
with confidence.
For a free catalog please call 800/231-4025
or visit our website at www.onadrapery.com.

New Silver Traversing Tracks

SUREWIN

Uni-Soleil

Providing quality products at
competitive pricing from our
Florida warehouse. Custom
sourcing available. Plastic
bead chain in rolls or continuous loops; numerous colors in
all lengths, nickel plated and
stainless chain in rolls and
continuous loops in all lengths,
stop balls, connectors, safety devices, c-clips, alligator clips, tassels,
lift cord, vertical components, cord locks, and the easy-to-fabricate,
low-profile Sure-Lift® Roman Headrail System for shades up to 50 lbs.
Get our new catalog!

Uni-Soleil new roller clutch
are smoother, easy go and
much quieter. With complete
range of roller collection in
the world with USA patent, we
can advance your roller blind
to high end class. The standard colors are in white, black,
ivory, grey and brown. We
offer full solution in window
blind industry. Please contact Uni-Soleil sales@uni-soleil.com.tw or visit
www.uni-soleil.com.tw for further information.

Orion Ornamental Iron is pleased to
announce we now offer manual and
motorized traversing tracks in Silver,
giving you more options for your
traversing system designs. This
newest addition joins our four other
track colors; Antique Bronze, Black,
Gold, and White..
sales@ironartbyorion.com
www.ironartbyorion.com
877.476.6278

Contact: Surewin@optonline.net, tel: 239/362-3342,
fax: 239/362-1383
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